It’s time you had a real choice in North Carolina’s important issues.
Libertarians...
Respect for every person’s
opportunity to define and
pursue their own happiness

Respect for your personal
privacy and integrity

Respect for your labor
and financial security

Respect for education
and educators

Respect for the
environment

Respect for others in need

Respect for our military

Respect for your personal
defense and safety

Democrats...
Believe government should
enforce social standards
and manipulate your
personal economic activity.



Believe you should make choices about
your life and your happiness.

vs.





Require substantial, transparent, impartial
safeguards before government can invade your
privacy, collect your personal data, or limit your
freedom of association or movement.

vs.

 to monitor individuals.

vs.

 environment that stifles

Embrace opportunities for you to build a

 prosperous life for yourself, your family while
strengthening your community.

Create a surveillance state

Enforce a regulatory

innovation and opportunity.

Republicans...



Believe government should
enforce traditional social
values and limit your
individual civil liberties.

Create a police state to

 intimidate individuals.
Promote a business

 environment that limits
economic mobility.



Impose a standardized,
centralized system that
does not recognize
individual students’ needs
or achievements.

vs.



Funnel resources to select
programs favored by
special interests, regardless
of negative effects.

vs.

 for politically motivated

Reserve a capable military to defend our

vs.

Engage in endless wars to
 interventions to manipulate  manipulate global politics.
other societies.

Recognize the right of all responsible Americans to

vs.

 of state-sponsored control.  is politically advantageous.



Promote 21st-century education options—giving
your children the best opportunities for success
while offering our talented, hard-working teachers
a fair market wage.



Utilize property rights to create strong
incentives for individuals and corporations to act
responsibly—with a legal framework for redress if
they do not.
Harness the power of all of us to address issues in

 ways that work effectively in our communities.

 country should we be attacked.

 defend themselves and their families.

vs.

Create vast bureaucracies
purposes.



Impose an unresponsive,
antiquated system that
does not prepare children
for the challenges of
tomorrow.



Create legal frameworks
that excuse poor behavior
and encourage abuse by
powerful corporations.
Favor select organizations

 based on political
sympathies.

Engage in countless

Disarm individuals in favor

Are you tired of supporting the same two parties, only to watch the same bad policies continue to make
things worse? Are you looking for a better way for people to live together while promoting a free, peaceful
and prosperous community? If you want representatives who respect people, and don’t just “play politics,”
it’s time to consider the Libertarian Party.
To learn more or to get involved, visit www.LPNC.org
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Show tepid support when it

